
Say each word in the box.                                     
Look at the letters carefully. 

ballet    bonnet   blanket   pocket   market    jacket 
hatchet      closet      cabinet      buffet     bracelet 
bucket  rocket   secret  wallet  chalet    valet  ticket 

Each word ends in et. Does the et always sound the 
same? List in alphabetical order the words from the 

word list that end with the sound shown by the    
letters in bold type. 

ā ___________  ___________  __________ _________ 

et ___________  ___________  ___________ 
___________  ___________  ___________ 
___________  ___________  ___________ 
___________  ___________  ___________ 
___________  ___________   

Use the words below to make a word from the box 
above. Write the word on the line. 

ball 
blank 
rock 
tick 
mark 

wall 
brace 
cabin 
buff 
buck 

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________ 
_______________ 

_______________
_______________
_______________ 
_______________ 
_______________ 



ballet    bonnet   blanket   pocket   market    jacket 
hatchet      closet      cabinet      buffet     bracelet 
bucket  rocket   secret  wallet  chalet    valet  ticket 

Use a word from the box in each sentence.                      
Write it in the blank. You might add –s. 

1. Susan bought a __________to see the Royal   
    Dutch ________________. 
2. My mother stores the winter__________in the linen 
    _______________. 
3. The hotel____________service fixed the hole in my 
    suit ______________. 
4. Sue wore her grandmother´s gold___________ 
    and lace ______________. 
5. John keeps his ____________and private papers in 
    a ______________place. 



ballet    bonnet   blanket   pocket   market    jacket 
hatchet      closet      cabinet      buffet     bracelet 
bucket  rocket   secret  wallet  chalet    valet  ticket 

Use a word from the box in each sentence.                      
Write it in the blank. You might add –s. 

1. We served ourselves from the ____________ at 
the restaurant. 

2. Timmy bought a new wool____________at the 
     flea ______________. 
3. On Monday we saw a space___________high 
 above the horizon. 
4. A ___________is a type of cottage common in 
     Swizerland. 
5. Mom asked me to put the cereal box back in 
 the ___________ and clean up my dishes. 



Use a word from the box in each sentence.                      
Write it in the blank. 

Use the words below to make a word from the box 
above. Write the word on the line. 

ballet 
blanket 
rocket 
ticket 
market 

wallet 
bracelet 
cabinet 
buffet 
bucket 

1. ticket ballet 
2. blankets closet 
3. valet pocket 
4. bracelet bonnet 
5. wallet secret 

1. buffet 
2. jacket market 
3. rocket 
4. chalet 
5. cabinet 


